and those with pre-existing heart disease or those with behavioural disturbance where there could be a tendency or iatrogenic overdose in an over enthusiastic attempt to control behaviour.
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Performance indicator scoring

We read with interest the paper in the May issue on the theme of performance indicator scoring by Houghton and Rouse.1 We were surprised that they did not refer to a conceptually similar attempt we made to develop a composite performance indicator — the National Health Service Practice Performance Index (NHSPPI) — in three areas of Health Service Practice Performance for general practice (NHSPPI).

The NHSPPI combines measures of enablement (a better outcome measure than satisfaction), consultation length (a proxy for holism), and how well patients know their doctor (a proxy for continuity). Current work in Glasgow by Mercer suggests that a measure of empathy — the consultation and relational empathy (CARE) measure — correlates well with both enablement (r = 0.66) and consultation length (r = 0.42), and raises the possibility of adding a fourth dimension to the NHSPPI.4

We are concerned that many or most of the income-generating performance indicators in the 2004 Contract reward disease-centred measurements, but virtually none attempt to measure ‘patient-centredness’. It is easy to understand why developing measures of patient-centredness has proved so difficult to do, and we have recently reviewed the problems in this field.5 But just because the task is difficult, it does not mean that it is not important and well worth doing; indeed finding a way forward in this field is one of the outstanding opportunities for qualitative and quantitative researchers to work together.
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References

During a period of enforced idleness I have been attempting to catch up with my reading pile. May’s Journal included a paper that made a sweeping generalisation in a throw-away fashion. I refer to Houghton and Rouse’ paper on performance indicators as markers of GP quality and the boxed ‘How this fits in’ comment that we already know that GPs ‘tend to find externally imposed measurements irrelevant and threatening’.

The original papers referred to do not support this assertion; the most relevant citation is from 1995 and has been superseded. The most up to date is an editorial. A quick search on Medline for ‘performance indicators’ and ‘primary care’ generated four more recent citations (not including the one being discussed). Indeed, more recent reactions to performance indicators are more favourable, though admittedly there were concerns about the quality of the data itself. It is not Houghton and Rouse’s paper per se that I object to — simply the over-generalisation and selective use of references. GPs need to be accountable and we need to find ways of ensuring that what is counted counts. Not that we count merely what can be counted. Such generalisation that all GPs feel threatened perpetuates the myth that we don’t feel we should be accountable.
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Author’s response
We accept the rebuke of Howie et al for not acknowledging their work on devising the National Health Service Practice Performance Index at practice level.